"We're being asked to say they are the same and they are not. We should provide equality for same-sex couples through civil partnerships, but preserve marriage for a mother, a father and their children.

Lewis G Maharam M.D. FACSM is one of the worlds' most extensively credentialed and well-known sports health experts. Better known as Running Doc, Maharam is author of the Running Doc’s Guide to Healthy Running and is past medical director of the NYC Marathon and Rock "n’ Roll Marathon series. He is medical director of the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s Team in Training program. He is also past president of the New York Chapter of the American College of Sports Medicine. Learn more at runningdoc.com.

In order to stop the players of tomorrow being out of pocket and susceptible to match-fixers the PFA, as part of its life skills programme, teaches young players aged 16 to 18 coming into the game basic financial realities, including that an earning career in football might be short.

The newspaper's executive editor, Martin Baron, has described the charges against Rezaian as "absurd, baseless and manufactured", while U.S. President Barack Obama called them "vague" and pressed Iran to release all American detainees.

The researchers said that the lack of malware means the attacks are capable of bypassing most company's legacy signature-based defences and lets the hackers spend significant amounts of time in victims' systems.

Subsequent translations of the Pope’s words had a very different import. The Vatican paper La Stampa reported that Francis had actually said: “The angel of peace destroys the evil spirit of war. I thought about you: May you be an angel of peace.”

Rezaian, a dual U.S.-Iranian national, faces four charges including espionage and collaboration with a “hostile government,” the Washington Post said last month. An indictment alleges that Rezaian, 39, gathered information on Iran’s “internal and foreign policy” supplying it to “individuals with hostile intent,” the Post report said, citing his attorney in Tehran, Leila Ahsan.

Mr Lewis said: "She has been seen my mental health professionals and two consultant forensic psychiatrists have come to the conclusion that at the crucial time she was
suffering from an amphetamine induced psychotic illness. 

Not being truthful with intimate partners is a lousy, reckless, irresponsible thing to do, even for a young man barely out of his teens. But sentencing Johnson to life behind bars is not only cruel but crazy.